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From coincell to electric 
truck and bus

BATTERIJ-EMULATION

Starting point: your company develops power electronics, battery chargers, battery-powered 
applications
To monitor the quality of your development and product, you can measure it. TTMS advises in suitable 
measurement and test solutions from a broad portfolio. 



Testing the power converter

Why: 

•Quality control

•Product improvement, further development

•Fault search, reliability



Agenda

•What is battery emulation?

•Features and possibilities

•Applications



Definition



Definition according to manufacturers

1: power supply is the perfect choice whenever two-quadrant operation is 
needed. Besides the source functionality, it also provides electronic loads to 
accurately sink current and dissipate power in a controlled manner, for 
example to emulate the characteristics of a battery being charged or 
unloaded. 

2:The physical models are performed on a real-time system and the 
calculated current of the model is set by electronic loads. This process is also 
called emulation. In this application an approach for battery emulation is 
presented. Especially in long-term experiments real batteries are 
problematic, because their charge status is often not precisely known and 
the electrical behaviour of batteries varies due to ageing and temperature 
changes.



Definition

• 3: Battery Emulator is a regenerative AC to DC converter designed to behave like real batteries. It 
is a software option with a DC output, for a single unit, from 20 to 800V with the HV option. It is 
possible to serialize units to reach up to 1500V or to parallelize units to increase the power and 
current. Thanks to the Separated Channel Operation (included up to 54kW) each unit can be used 
as 3 completely different DC Regenerative Power Supplies in a single cabinet.

• 4: A battery simulator can be used to simulate a battery condition. A combination of software 
and hardware has been created to create a battery simulator. Users can download the battery 
characteristics and set the battery parameters in the soft-panel battery simulator. It simulates the 
actual battery voltage output based on battery capacity. Additionally, the user can set the 
configuration of a battery pack and randomly adjust the battery output status. By using the 
simulator you can verify the input(s) or output condition(s) of a UUT with many benefits.



What is the behaviour of a battery? 

(Electrically)

▪Vbat: Voltage on terminals

▪I: in/out: Charge, discharge

▪Ri, Impedantion, DCIR, ACIR

Batterymodel



Practical model 

Model and picture above are from: O. Tremblay, L.-A. 
Dessaint, A.-I. Dekkiche, "A Generic Battery
Model for the Dynamic Simulation of Hybrid Electric 
Vehicles", 2007 IEEE® Vehicle Power and
Propulsion Conference, September 9-13, 2007, 
Arlington/Texas, USA



Practical model 

Model and picture above are from: O. Tremblay, L.-A. 
Dessaint, A.-I. Dekkiche, "A Generic Battery
Model for the Dynamic Simulation of Hybrid Electric 
Vehicles", 2007 IEEE® Vehicle Power and
Propulsion Conference, September 9-13, 2007, 
Arlington/Texas, USA

Scientific model how the terminal voltage behaves as a function of current, capacity, internal 
resistance 
E= no-load voltage (V)
E0 = battery constant voltage (V)
K = polarisation voltage (V)
Q = battery capacity (Ah)
idt = actual battery charge (Ah)
A = exponential zone amplitude (V)
B = exponential zone time constant inverse (Ah)−1
Vbatt = battery voltage (V)
R = internal resistance (Ω)
i = battery current (A)



Battery parameters

Model and picture above are from: O. Tremblay, L.-A. 
Dessaint, A.-I. Dekkiche, "A Generic Battery
Model for the Dynamic Simulation of Hybrid Electric 
Vehicles", 2007 IEEE® Vehicle Power and
Propulsion Conference, September 9-13, 2007, 
Arlington/Texas, USA



Output Voltage and Current



State of Charge SoC, limits, 
protection



One or two quadrant?



Battery Emulation
• What is battery emulation?

• Features and possibilities

• Applications



Emulator features

▪Available: To emulate a battery that is not available

▪Flexible: Quickly adjust various voltages, powers, 
battery properties and parameters

▪Affordable: Compare with various large battery 
packs

▪Safe: Possibility of fire, short circuit of a battery pack



Emulator features

▪ Solid state: compare with life cycle of chemical cell: 
Reproducability of tests

▪ Testing power independent of SoC:   No 
charging/discharging time, max. power available

▪ Limited form factor: practical



▪ Universal DC Power supply

▪ Large variation in power, voltage / current ranges

▪ Available from a few (milli)Watts to several MegaWatts

▪ The majority works in one-quadrant: unipolar, supply current

Differentiation, option 1



▪ Battery emulation

▪ Charger test

2: Elektronic load



3: Supply and load combined

switch over interrupt
between source and sink



▪ Two quadrant solution
▪ Combination power supply and an electronic load
▪ The power supply is connected in parallel with the 

electronic load via a decoupling diode.
▪ Possibly a buffer capacitor
▪ In addition to the desired voltage, an analog 

control can also be used to set over and under 
voltage.

3: Supply and load combined



▪ Built-in setting function Ri.          

Programmable output impedance.

▪ Battery charge/discharge tests

▪ Internal load/sink 

▪ Dynamic response <20µs

Products with a bi-directional design.
The switching / polarity of the current is without interruption 
as in reality.

4: Fast power supply with two quadrant operation



▪ Battery emulation functions

▪ Output voltage depending on SoC

▪ Solutions from button cells to large battery packs

▪ Two quadrant power supplies from 1.5 W to 1.2 MW

Battery Emulation functionality from coincell to…

Model and picture above are from: O. Tremblay, L.-A. Dessaint, A.-I. Dekkiche, "A Generic Battery
Model for the Dynamic Emulation of Hybrid Electric Vehicles", 2007 IEEE® Vehicle Power and
Propulsion Conference, September 9-13, 2007, Arlington/Texas, USA

Also four quadrant



Battery Emulation functions: higher power ratings

Power up to 160 kW, 200kVA



Batterij Emulation functionality – regenerative concept

80% energy savings during the test

Regenerative emulators allowing:
•Saving 80% of the test energy
•Reducing the grid power to 20% 
•Additional operative savings by 
automating the test

(*) Actual energy savings and power reduction figures will 
depend on each test platform. Values shown here are an 
example for a DUTwith efficiency of 90%. 



Higher voltages and power in master slave

• Independent channels or parallel
• Regeneration of charge current in battery



Batterij Emulation functionality – regenerative concept

Higher power: 640 kW, 1.2 MW, parallel and series connection



Control



User interface

Krachtig in mogelijkheden, intuitief en uitnodigend. Parameters in te stellen, bediening:
Frontpaneel / PC interface / Labview, Labwindows drivers / SCPI commando’s
Units als twee of zelfs vierkwadrant versterkers in te stellen als HardwareIntheLoop. 



Battery Emulation
• What is battery emulation?

• Features and possibilities

• Applications



Charger, converter test



Charger, EV test, grid

Mobility
Grid
Microgrid



Energy storage system

Grid en Microgrid
V2G Vehicle to grid



Application summary

▪Testing of battery chargers

▪Testing of inverters, in electromobility and renewable energy

▪Testing the storage system

▪Vehicle to Grid (V2G) tests



Want to test more power electronics?



TTMS B.V.
Frankweg 25 - 27

2153 PD Nieuw-Vennep
Nederland 

Tel: +31 (0)252 621080

www.ttms.nl

info@ttms.nl

http://www.ttms.nl/


Appendix

▪Battery test, EV test general

▪Various designs and solutions



Regenerative charge station test



The battery emulator


